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INTRODUCTION 

The purpose of this memorandum is to review how the City of Jefferson has collected 
transportation funds for investments in the past and to estimate future funding levels based on this 
historic information. Understanding where transportation funding is likely to come from and how 
much may be available helps set reasonable expectations for the number of improvements that can 
be made by 2040. It also informs discussions about transportation project prioritization and 
whether new or expanded funding sources will be needed to attain the community’s objectives.  

CURRENT FUNDING SOURCES 

The City currently has one primary, 
consistent revenue source to fund 
transportation expenses and that is the 
State Gas Tax. The chart to the right 
summarizes the transportation revenue 
from the State Gas Tax over the past 
four fiscal years at the City of Jefferson. 
The average revenue per year for that 
period is $215,300. 

Other funding sources include accrued 
interest, capital carryover, and Local 
Improvement District (LID) funds. 

FIGURE 1: CITY OF JEFFERSON HISTORIC 
TRANSPORTATION REVENUE 
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State Gas Tax 

Currently, the Oregon state gas tax is 36 cents per gallon (on both gasoline and diesel). In 2016, 
the state gas tax was 31 cents per gallon. With the passage of HB 2017, it will gradually increase 
by 10 cents between the years 2018 and 2024. 

Local Improvement Districts 

Local Improvement Districts (LIDs) can be formed to fund capital transportation projects. LIDs 
provide a means for funding specific improvements that benefit a specific group of property 
owners. LIDs require owner/voter approval and a specific project definition. Assessments are 
placed against benefiting properties to pay for improvements. LIDs can be matched against other 
funds where a project has system wide benefit beyond benefiting the adjacent properties. LIDs are 
often used for sidewalks and pedestrian amenities that provide local benefit to residents along the 
subject street.  

In 2019, a LID was established and approved by voters to construct sidewalk along portions of 
Hazel Street as part of the Hazel Street sidewalk reconstruction TSP project between Main Street 
and 2nd Street (Jefferson Highway). The LID assessment generated a total of $12,760 towards the 
project.  

In 2020, a LID was established and approved by voters to construct sidewalks on the west side of 
3rd Street between Hazel Street and Union Street. This was likely done in conjunction with the 
street improvements on the east side of 3rd Street when the new apartments were built. The LID 
assessment will generate a total of $11,550 towards the project.   

Currently, the City of Jefferson is proposing to establish a LID to construct sidewalks along the 
west side of 5th Street between Union Street and Columbia Street. This is part of the TSP project 
for 5th Street that will open up 5th Street for thru-traffic. The construction of the new street will 
also include new curbs, gutters, and sidewalks along the west side. The preliminary assessment 
shows that the LID could generate up to approximately $60,000 towards the project.  

ESTIMATED FUTURE FUNDING LEVELS 

The current revenue source (State Gas Tax) is estimated to provide a total of $8.66 million through 
2040 to fund transportation related projects. State gas tax revenues are dependent on many 
factors including gas prices, gas consumption, and the City’s population relative to other urban 
areas in the state. For the purposes of this estimate, these relationships were assumed to stay 
constant throughout the forecast horizon and the same levels of annual funding for those sources 
are assumed through 2040. Actual revenues could potentially be less than the estimates presented 
here. It should be noted that technological advances might further improve vehicle fuel efficiency, 
potentially resulting in lower revenues unless funding methodologies are modified.  

TABLE 1 shows the total projected revenue through 2040 from the gas tax.  
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TABLE 1: FUTURE FUNDING PROJECTION 2020 THROUGH 2040 (20 YEARS IN 2020 DOLLARS) 

REVENUE SOURCE TOTAL (IN MILLIONS) 

STATE GAS TAX $8.66 

RECOMMENDED PROJECTS AND COST ESTIMATES 

Table 2 below shows a breakdown of the total cost estimate of all of the recommended 
Transportation System Plan improvement projects by sponsoring agency(ies). See the attached 
spreadsheet for a list of all of the TSP projects with planning-level cost estimates. The table below 
also shows the total number of projects and project types. 

TABLE 2: RECOMMENDED TRANSPORTATION IMPROVEMENT PROJECTS - TOTAL COST ESTIMATE 

SPONSORING AGENCY(IES) NUMBER OF 
PROJECTS 

PROJECT COST 
ESTIMATES  

(IN MILLIONS) 

City (primary)  12 $12.40  

City (primary) 
with Developers and/or Marion County (secondary) 

11 $31.84 

ODOT (primary) 13 $19.20 

TOTAL 33 $63.44 

The following section provides a list of new additional funding sources that can be pursued to help 
fund the recommended transportation projects.  

DEVELOPING A FINANCIALLY CONSTRAINED PROJECT LIST 

The recommended transportation project list include all identified projects for improving Jefferson’s 
transportation system, regardless of their priority or their likelihood to be funded. The TSP planning 
process eliminates any project that may not be feasible for reasons other than financial limitations 
(such as environmental or existing development limitations). The recommended projects will be 
divided into two lists based on their priority and likelihood to be funded. The Financially 
Constrained Project List identifies the highest priority projects that could be constructed with 
anticipated funding through 2040. Developing this list establishes reasonable expectations for 
planning purposes but does not commit the County to constructing them, nor does it limit the 
County to constructing those projects first. The Aspirational Project List refers to all other 
recommended projects that are not included in the Financially Constrained Project List. 

With an estimated $63.44 million worth of recommended transportation system projects identified 
in Technical Memo #3, the City must make reasonable investment decisions to develop a set of 
transportation improvements that will likely be funded to meet identified needs through 2040.  
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In total, there are approximately $44.24 million worth of projects in the City ($12.4 million + 
$31.84 million in Table 2) for which the City has primary funding responsibility. The City expects to 
have approximately $8.66 million to fund transportation improvements (and general transportation 
maintenance) through 2040. Therefore, most projects from the TSP will not be included on the 
Financially Constrained list, making exploration of new revenue sources critical. 

Table 3 provides a proposed Financially Constrained list based on the available funding through 
2040. The projects shown in Table 3 were selected because of the “High” priority rating.  

TABLE 3: FINANCIALLY CONSTRAINED PROJECT LIST 

Project 
ID 

Project 
Name 

Associated 
Projects 

Evaluation 
Rating 

Sponsoring 
Agency(ies) 

Cost 
Estimate 

MM-11 

Main Street/ 
Jefferson 
Scio Drive 

Urban 
Upgrade 

MM-12, PB-07, 
PB-08 

High 
City / Marion County/ 

Developers 

$8,400,000 
Upgrade Main Street and Jefferson Scio Drive to roadway 

standards from OR 164 to southeastern UGB limits, 
including new sidewalks and bicycle lanes. 

PB-04 

Jefferson 
Pedestrian 
Railroad 
Crossing 

PB-02, PB-03, 
PB-05 

High City 

$275,000 Construct a safe and accessible pedestrian crossing over 
the railroad at the intersection of 3rd Street and Union 

Street. Add a pedestrian path connecting Union Street and 
3rd Street southeast of the railroad tracks. 

Further coordination with ODOT will be required to determine how much funding is available from 
ODOT for Jefferson TSP projects for which ODOT is the primary sponsoring agency.  

POTENTIAL ADDITIONAL FUNDING SOURCES 

New transportation funding options include local taxes, assessments and charges, and state and 
federal appropriations, grants, and loans. All of these resources can be constrained based on a 
variety of factors, including the willingness of local leadership and the electorate to burden citizens 
and businesses; the availability of local funds to be dedicated or diverted to transportation issues 
from other competing City programs; and the availability of state and federal funds. Nonetheless, it 
is important for the City to consider available opportunities for enhanced funding for the 
transportation improvements that will be identified in the TSP as the current sources will not be 
sufficient to meet the identified need. 

System Development Charges 

System Development Charges (SDCs) from new developments are intended to offset the burden of 
development on the transportation system. The funds collected would be kept in a dedicated SDC 
fund, apart from the City’s general-purpose street operations, maintenance, and capital 
improvements fund. State law restricts the use of SDC funds to capacity-adding projects, generally 
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for constructing or improving portions of roadways impacted by applicable development. SDCs 
cannot be used to fund improvements for existing deficiencies. The transportation SDC is a one-
time fee. 

The City of Jefferson currently charges SDCs for parks, sewer, storm water, and water. Through 
this TSP update process, the City has the opportunity to establish new transportation funding 
strategies. If transportation SDC fees were approved, the City could generate a significant amount 
of funding through transportation SDC fees through 2040.  

Local Street Utility Fees 

A street utility fee is a recurring monthly charge that is paid by all residences and businesses within 
the city to support the provision and maintenance of the local street system. These funds are 
restricted for transportation operations and maintenance related projects only. Typical utility fees 
range from $2 to $10 per month.  

Surface Transportation Block Grant Program (STBG) 

The STBG provides flexible funding that may be used by States and local agencies for projects to 
preserve and improve the conditions and performance on any Federal-aid highway, bridge and 
tunnel projects on any public road, pedestrian and bicycle infrastructure, and transit capital 
projects, including intercity bus terminals. Formerly called Surface Transportation Program (STP). 

ODOT All Road Transportation Safety (ARTS) Funding 

ODOT All Roads Transportation Safety Program (ARTS) is used to address safety challenges on all 
public roads. Safety funding is distributed to each ODOT region, which collaborates with local 
governments to select projects that can reduce fatalities and serious injuries, regardless of whether 
they lie on a local road or a state highway. An application must be submitted by the local 
jurisdiction to obtain ARTS funding for local roads. Projects are built into the four-year STIP 
timeframe (the current STIP is 2021-2024). The funds must make use of ODOT-approved 
countermeasures directed towards decreasing fatal and serious injury crashes.  

Federal Competitive Grant and Loan Programs 

The FAST Act authorizes a number of competitive grant and loan programs, the most prominent of 
which is the Rebuilding American Infrastructure with Sustainability and Equity (RAISE) grant 
program, formerly known as BUILD and TIGER. Competitive grant and loan programs would require 
the City to complete an application that makes a compelling case for a specific project, often multi-
jurisdictional. Some of these programs focus on a particular outcome or mode of transportation.  

ODOT Statewide Transportation Improvement Program (STIP) Enhance Funding 

ODOT has modified the process for selecting projects that receive STIP funding to allow local 
agencies to receive funding for projects off the state system. Projects that enhance system 
connectivity and improve multi-modal travel options are the focus. The updated TSP prepares the 
City to apply for STIP funding.  

Safe Routes to School 
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The Oregon Safe Routes to School (SRTS) Program has money allocated for projects at that 
improve connectivity for children to walk, bike and roll to and from school. Potential grant funds 
are distributed as a reimbursement program through an open and competitive process. Funding is 
available through this program for pedestrian and bicycle infrastructure projects within two miles of 
schools. These funds should be pursued to implement key pedestrian and bicycle projects identified 
through the SRTS process. 

Oregon Community Paths (OCP) Program 

The OCP grant program is dedicated to helping communities create and maintain connections 
through multiuse paths. The Oregon Department of Transportation will use monies from the state 
Multimodal Active Transportation fund and federal Transportation Alternatives Program fund for this 
program. OCP will fund grants for project development, construction, reconstruction, major 
resurfacing or other improvements of multiuse paths that improve access and safety for people 
walking and bicycling. 

General Fund Revenues 

At the discretion of the City Council, the City can allocate General Fund revenues to pay for its 
transportation program (General Fund revenues primarily include taxes and fees imposed by the 
City). This allocation is completed as a part of the City’s annual budget process, but the funding 
potential of this approach is constrained by competing community priorities set by the City Council. 
General Fund resources can fund any aspect of the program, from capital improvements to 
operations, maintenance, and administration. Additional revenues available from this source are 
only available to the extent that either General Fund revenues are increased or City Council directs 
and diverts funding from other City programs.  

Currently all franchise fees, paid by franchised utilities for their impact on the public right-of-way, 
is directed toward the general fund. In fiscal year 2019 - 2020, franchise fees totaled $246,000. 
Many communities choose to dedicate this revenue, or a portion thereof, to street operations 
funds. Jefferson may want to consider this option. 

Debt Financing 

While not a direct funding source, debt financing can be used to mitigate the immediate impacts of 
significant capital improvement projects and spread costs over the useful life of a project. This has 
been successful recently in Oregon communities such as Bend and McMinnville, where general 
obligation (GO) bond measures were passed. Key to the measures’ success was that the increased 
property taxes were earmarked toward a defined set of projects with strong public support. 

Though interest costs are incurred, the use of debt financing can serve not only as a practical 
means of funding major improvements, but is also viewed as an equitable funding strategy, 
spreading the burden of repayment over existing and future customers who will benefit from the 
projects. The obvious caution in relying on debt service is that a funding source must still be 
identified to fulfill annual repayment obligations. 
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The Oregon Transportation Infrastructure Bank (OTIB) is a potential source for cities to borrow 
funds for transportation improvement projects. The OTIB is a statewide revolving loan fund. 
Projects eligible to receive funding include roadway improvements, bicycle and pedestrian access, 
and transit capital projects. Potential projects are rated by OTIB staff along with a regional 
advisory committee and require approval from the Oregon Transportation Commission1 

 

Attachments: 

A. TSP Project List with Cost Estimates 

 

 
1 Oregon Transportation Infrastructure Bank, http://www.oregon.gov/ODOT/cs/fs/Pages/otib.aspx 
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Project ID Project Name Description Evaluation 
Rating Cost Estimate Sponsoring 

Agency(ies) Associated Projects Source(s)

EX-01 5th Street Extension & 
Urban Upgrade

Upgrade and extend 5th Street to roadway standards from Hazel 
Street to Cemetery Hill Road. High $3,150,000 City/Developers MM-07 2001 TSP, 2018 AAMPO 

RTP, Project Team

EX-02 7th Street Extension & 
Urban Upgrade

Upgrade and extend 7th Street to roadway standards from Hazel 
Street to Cemetery Hill Road. Low $2,825,000 City/Developers MM-07 Project Team

EX-03
Greenwood Drive 
Extension & Urban 
Upgrade

Upgrade and extend Greenwood Drive to roadway standards from 
E Sunrise Drive to 9th Street. New alignment will be routed to 

align with the 9th Street Extension.
Low $750,000 City/Developers Project Team

EX-04 9th Street Extension & 
Urban Upgrade

Upgrade and extend 9th Street to roadway standards from Filbert 
Street to Greenwood Drive. New alignment will be routed to align 

with the Greenwood Drive Extension.
Low $1,200,000 City/Developers Project Team

IN-01
OR 164/ North Avenue 
Intersection Control 
Upgrade

New traffic control for the intersection of OR 164 and North 
Avenue; either a traffic signal or roundabout (cost assumes 

signal). Improve school crossings.
High $2,150,000 ODOT MM-02, MM-03, MM-04 2001 TSP, 2018 AAMPO 

RTP, Project Team

IN-02
OR 164/ Hazel Street 
Intersection Control 
Upgrade

New traffic control for the intersection of OR 164 and Hazel Street; 
either a traffic signal or roundabout (cost assumes signal and no 

realignment). Improve highway crossings and consider 
realignment to mitigate minor street offset.

High $3,575,000 ODOT MM-03, MM-04, MM-09, 
PB-02, TR-01 Project Team

MM-01 Talbot Road Urban 
Upgrade

Upgrade Talbot Road to roadway standards from northwestern 
UGB limits to OR 164. Low $4,475,000 City/ Marion 

County/ Developers MM-02 Project Team

MM-02 North OR 164 Suburban 
Fringe Urban Upgrade

Upgrade OR 164 from North Avenue to the northern UGB limits 
following ODOT BUD (Blueprint for Urban Design) Suburban Fringe 
classification guidelines. Project to include new pavement, bicycle 

lanes, pedestrian enhancements, and lighting.

Medium $3,000,000 ODOT IN-01, MM-01, MM-03 Project Team

MM-03 South OR 164 Urban Mix 
Urban Upgrade

Upgrade OR 164 from the southwest UGB limits to North Avenue 
following ODOT BUD (Blueprint for Urban Design) Urban Mix 

classification guidelines. Project to include new pavement, bicycle 
lanes, pedestrian enhancements, and lighting.

High $9,750,000 ODOT
IN-02, IN-02, MM-02, 
MM-04, MM-05, PB-02, 

SS-02, TR-01

2001 TSP, 2018 AAMPO 
RTP, Project Team

MM-04 I-5 Traffic Diversion 
Congestion Mitigation

Mitigation of traffic congestion due to I-5 traffic diversion events 
which include coordination of policy and engineering across 

multiple jurisdictions. 
Medium TBD City/ ODOT IN-01, IN-02, MM-03, 

MM-05, PB-02, SS-02 Project Team

MM-05 Mill Street/ OR 164 
Access Management

Install a median along OR 164 between the bridge and Main Street 
to limit access to Mill Street, allowing only right in, right out at Mill 

Street. 
Medium $425,000 ODOT MM-03, MM-04 Project Team

MM-06 North Avenue/ Marion 
Road Urban Upgrade

Upgrade North Avenue and Marion Road to roadway standards 
from 3rd Street to northeastern UGB limits. Medium $2,675,000 City/ Marion 

County/ Developers MM-07 2001 TSP, Project Team

MM-07 Cemetery Hill Road 
Urban Upgrade

Upgrade Cemetery Hill Road to roadway standards from North 
Avenue to the eastern UGB limit Medium $3,800,000 City/Developers EX-01, EX-02, MM-06 Project Team

MM-08 All-Way Stop Removal Recondition the all-way stops at 5th Street/ High Street and 3rd 
Street/ University Street to be two-way stop controlled. Medium $2,500 City PB-01 2001 TSP

MM-09 Hazel Street Urban 
Upgrade

Upgrade Hazel Street to roadway standards from OR 164 to 5th 
Street, including new striping, bicycle lanes, and speed reduction 

techniques. 
Medium $1,450,000 City PB-01, SS-04, SS-05 Project Team

MM-10
Main Street 
Revitalization and Urban 
Upgrade

Upgrade Main Street to roadway standards from OR 164 to Church 
Street, including intermittant sidewalk reconstruction, streetscape 

improvements, pedestrian amenities and crossings, and new 
roadway striping.

Medium $3,225,000 City/Developers MM-03 2001 TSP, Project Team

MM-11
Main Street/ Jefferson 
Scio Drive Urban 
Upgrade

Upgrade Main Street and Jefferson Scio Drive to roadway 
standards from OR 164 to southeastern UGB limits, including new 

sidewalks and bicycle lanes.
High $8,400,000 City/ Marion 

County/ Developers MM-12, PB-07, PB-08 2001 TSP, 2018 AAMPO 
RTP, Project Team



Jefferson TSP Project List - w/ Costs
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MM-12 Main Street/ Weddle 
Road Safety Study

Historical crash data shows a high frequency of crashes near the 
intersection of Main Street and Weddle Road, and the posted 

speed limit was lowered in Spring 2021. A safety study is 
recommended after five years of published crash data is made 

available after the posted speed limit change to determine 
effectiveness.

Low $15,000 City/ Marion County MM-11 Project Team

PB-01 North 3rd Street Urban 
Upgrade

Upgrade 3rd Street to roadway standards from North Avenue to 
Hazel Street. Medium $1,450,000 City MM-08, MM-09, SS-03, 

SS-04, SS-05 2001 TSP, Project Team

PB-02 OR 164 Enhanced 
Pedestrian Crossing

Install an enhanced pedestrian crossing with an RRFB across OR 
164 on either Hazel Street or Union Street, based on future plans 
for the pedestrian cooridors on Hazel Street and Union Street and 

the potential bus stop.

High $150,000 ODOT IN-02, MM-03, MM-04, 
PB-03, PB-04, TR-01

2001 TSP, 2018 AAMPO 
RTP, Project Team

PB-03 Union Street Urban 
Upgrade

Upgrade Union Street to roadway standards from 5th Street to OR 
164. Low $1,325,000 City/Developers PB-04, PB-05 Project Team

PB-04 Jefferson Pedestrian 
Railroad Crossing

Construct a safe and accessible pedestrian crossing over the 
railroad at the intersection of 3rd Streed and Union Street. Add a 
pedestrian path connecting Union Street and 3rd Street southeast 

of the railroad tracks.

High $275,000 City PB-02, PB-03, PB-05 Project Team

PB-05 South 3rd Street Urban 
Upgrade

Upgrade 3rd Street to roadway standards from Union Street to 
Columbia Street, including a total of 350ft of sidewalk infill on 3rd 

Street between Columbia Street and Greenwood Drive.
Low $750,000 City PB-04, PB-06 Project Team

PB-06 Columbia Street Urban 
Upgrade

Upgrade Columbia Street to roadway standards from 2nd Street to 
5th Street and upgrade 2nd Street to roadway standards from 

Columbia Street to Greenwood Drive.
Low $2,150,000 City PB-05, PB-07 2001 TSP

PB-07 Greenwood Drive Urban 
Upgrade

Upgrade Greenwood Drive to roadway standards from Main Street 
to 3rd Street, including a 200ft section of sidewalk infill on 

Greenwood Drive just east of 3rd Street.
High $1,150,000 City MM-11, PB-06 2001 TSP, 2018 AAMPO 

RTP, Project Team

PB-08 High Street Urban 
Upgrade

Upgrade High Street to roadway standards from Main Street to 3rd 
Street, including a 100ft section of sidewalk infill on 3rd Street just 

south of High Street.
Medium $850,000 City MM-11 2018 AAMPO RTP, 

Project Team

SS-01 SRTS: School Multi-Use 
Path

Provide a Safe Route to School by creating a multi-use path that 
leads to Jefferson Middle and High Schools from OR 164 that is a 

shorter and safer route than taking OR 164 and Talbot Road to get 
to school. Conceputal route utilizes Julia Lane and existing facilities 

on school property.

Medium $575,000 City MM-01, MM-02 Project Team

SS-02 SRTS: OR 164 School 
Crossing

Provide a Safe Route to School by evaluating the two school 
crossings on OR 164 across from Jefferson Evangelical Church and 

on University Street. Add an RRFB to the crossing that is best 
suited for it. 

High $150,000 ODOT MM-03, MM-04 Project Team

SS-03 SRTS: 3rd Street School 
Crossing

Provide a Safe Route to School by evaluating the necessity of the 
school crossing on 3rd Street at Marion Street. If a crossing is 

desired at the location, construct accessible curb ramps.
Low $75,000 City PB-01, SS-04 Project Team

SS-04 SRTS: 3rd Street Route
Provide a Safe Route to School by improving 3rd Street to roadway 
standards. Specifically, provide sidewalks and marked crosswalks 

along the west side of 3rd Street.
Medium $3,625,000 City PB-01, SS-03, SS-05 Project Team

SS-05 SRTS: Hazel Street 
School Crossing

Provide a Safe Route to School by installing an enhanced crossing 
on the western crossing of Hazel Street on 3rd Street. Medium $50,000 City MM-09, PB-01, SS-04 Project Team

TR-01 Cherriots Bus Stop 
Study Involvement

Support and encourage the advancement of the new potential 
Cherriots route with a possible stop in Jefferson. Potential places 
for a stop include the Hazel Street and Union Street intersections 
along OR 164. Coordinate bus stop location with OR 164 urban 

upgrades and enhanced pedestrian crossing.

High N/A Cherriots/ City/ 
ODOT

IN-02, MM-03, MM-04, 
PB-02 Project Team




